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Renz & Associates, Inc
Environmental Geologists

Providing Expert Advice to Business

Phase I Environmental
Assessments

Phase II Environmental
Assessments

Soil & Ground Water
Remediation

Underground Storage Tank
Studies
(614) 538-0451
www.renzandassociates.com

Upper Arlington and central Ohio’s trusted
heating and cooling company since 1924.

Schedule an appointment at
Favret.com
or call 614-488-5211

Kingsdale Gynecologic Associates

Promoting health and wellness for women in Upper Arlington for over 50 years.
For an appointment, please call (614) 457-4827.
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Dear Readers,

W

e did it. We made it through first semester.
To seniors, this is the final stretch. To
juniors, it’s the time to start really focusing
on raising GPAs and standardized test scores. And to
sophomores and freshmen—well, just have some fun
while you still can.
However, with the relief that is second semester
comes a certain rut. You know what I’m talking about.
School is slowing down, but it’s not over yet. Warm
weather is so close that one can almost taste it (although
it has been oddly mild for an Ohio January), and the
days on our Countdown apps have almost reached
double digits. For seniors, it’s particularly bad, but
I’ll spare you from hearing about my struggles with
senioritis for now.
No matter your specific degree of senioritis (earlyonset, perhaps), I have found my creativity and curiosity
dwindling as of late.
As the winter months creep closer toward spring,
my thoughts have become drastically drearier: Ugh, do
I really have to do this AP Gov homework? What am I
going to do without my mom next year? What’s the point of

working hard when I could just become YouTube famous
and live off of fake storytime videos?
These questions plague my mind, but I have recently
come to realize just how important it is to remain alert
and curious, even in the relatively boring everyday life
of a high school student.
Enter Greyson Van Arsdale, Copy Editor.
In March of last year, he wrote a story about the
construction of gender-neutral bathroom at UAHS.
It sparked conversation, but after a while it seemed
to be forgotten.
Until he asked again. In this issue’s Spotlight story,
“Hey, Where’s the Bathroom?” Van Arsdale exercises
his curiosity and follows up with this unique story,
featuring meaningful interviews from members of our
own LGBTQ community.
So, instead of giving in to the third quarter rut, I
encourage you to continue to cultivate your curiosity
on a daily basis. If you see something that spikes your
interest, ask a question. If you notice something wrong
with the world, try to fix it. Who knows, you may just
get some answers that lead to a solution.
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Arlingtonian Editorial Policy

Arlingtonian is provided free to all students and staff with
contributions from the generous people and businesses below

Arlingtonian is a student-produced
newsmagazine published approximately
every four weeks by the Journalism III-A
students at Upper Arlington High School.
The publication has been established as a
public forum for student expression and
for the discussion of issues of concern
to its audience. It will not be reviewed
or restrained by school officials prior to
publication or distribution.
Since Arlingtonian is a forum for student
expression, the editorial board, which
consists of the staff’s editors, will determine
the content of the newsmagazine and all
unsigned editorials; therefore, material
may not necessarily reflect the opinions or
policies of Upper Arlington school officials.
The views stated in editorials represent
that of a majority of the editorial board. No
single member of the editorial board can
be held responsible for editorial content
decisions. Signed columns or reviews
represent only the opinion of the author.
Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the
editor, guest columns and news releases
from faculty, administrators, community
residents, students and the general public.
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The Arlingtonian editorial board reserves
the right to withhold a letter or column
and return it for more information if it
determines the piece contains items of
unprotected speech as defined by this policy.
As a public forum, all letters and columns
meeting the above criteria will be posted in
full on the Arlingtonian web site at www.
arlingtonian.com for a minimum of four
weeks. Arlingtonian and its staff will strive
to publish only legally protected speech
following the legal definitions for libel,
obscenity and invasion of privacy.
The staff will also refrain from printing
stories that create a material disruption of
school activities. Because the Arlingtonian
staff will determine content of the
publication, it will therefore also take
complete legal and financial responsibility
for what is printed. Arlingtonian will not
avoid publishing a story solely on the basis of
possible dissent or controversy.
The Arlingtonian staff raises and pays
all printing and production costs through
advertising sales, donations and fundraisers.
The editor or co-editors shall interpret and
enforce this editorial policy.
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in brief

Photo courtesy Seaworld

The popular amusement park SeaWorld put on
their last Shamu show on Jan. 8. The park plans
to produce a new show to start next summer
that will be more about educating the public
about the featured orca whales.

Changing tides
SeaWorld San Diego ends its
famous Shamu show in hopes
for a more humane production

O

n Jan. 8, SeaWorld San Diego put on its
final One Ocean Shamu Show. Though
the show has been a fan favorite for many
years, SeaWorld’s ethics while producing the
headliner have been called into question,
especially regarding its treatment of the
orcas featured in the presentation.
To replace this show, SeaWorld plans to
create a new program that still features its
orcas, but takes away the more theatrical
aspects to the show. The vice president
of SeaWorld Brian Morrow said, “The
fountains, the style of music and the style
of theatrics from our trainers will all be
done away with.”
The hope is that once those things
are removed from the show, the new
production will be centered around
educating visitors about the whales
featured instead of showing them off.
SeaWorld also plans to enlarge the
tanks that the orcas are kept in and will be
introducing new plants that are also found
in the whale’s natural habitat.
But there are many people who feel
these minor changes to how the park will

run is not enough to undo the damage done
to the orcas kept in captivity.
The director of “Blackfish”, a documentary
exposing the effect of orca captivity on
the whales and humans involved, Gabriela
Cowperthwaite says, “The Trainers aren’t
safe and the whales aren’t happy. They’re
still just doing manic circles around concrete
swimming pools.”
Since the first orca was captured by
SeaWorld in 1965, there have been many
studies showing that being kept in captivity
has serious effects on the whales.
One study done by the Humane Society
took data from orcas from the wild and
in captivity from 1992 to 2010 shows that
orcas kept in captivity have had shorter life
spans, show an increase in aggression and a
decrease in activity.
Most of these can be credited to their
separation from other orcas. In their natural
habitat, orcas can be found in large groups
with constant socialization. But, in places like
SeaWorld, orcas are typically alone in their
own tank.
by clare driscoll, ’19

Photo courtesy Lisa Pointius

The Girls basketball team visited Disney World
during downtime on their trip to Orlando.

an outing in orlando

O

ver winter break, members of the
varsity girls basketball team traveled to
Orlando, Florida to compete in a nationwide
tournament as well as visit the Disney World
theme parks.

OrcheStrAL ALOHA
Orchestra students plan trip to Hawaii
for performance, cultural exploration

M

embers of the orchestra program will be flying to Hawaii
for a week long trip this February. They will be playing for
a few of the days, but the trip also acts as a way for the students
to explore both the land and the culture of Hawaii. This year, the
orchestra was honored by being Ohio’s representative in the Pearl
Harbor 75th Commemoration.
Sophomore Michael Ralstin said, “It’s an honor to be able to
play for the veterans of Pearl Harbor and World War II. I really feel
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The team was able to bond during quality
time in the parks as well as improve their play
during games against opponents from Rhode
Island, Georgia and Texas.
Junior Maddy Mead is a first year varsity
member. She said that the trip was as
memorable as it was magical.
“I’d say that our trip was really successful.
It helped us grow as a team both on and off
the court,” Mead said.
Team members were able to explore the
Disney parks during the down time they had
in between their tournament games.
“We went to all of the parks: Epcot,
Animal Kingdom, Magic Kingdom and
Hollywood Studios. We also tried to ride all
the rides from It’s a Small World to Tower of
Terror,” Mead said.
A typical day for the team would start at
seven in the morning and end at eleven-thirty
or twelve at night, leaving little time for rest
but plenty of time to explore the parks and
play basketball.
The team was able to form memories as
well as improve on the court.
“During our five days out in Orlando we
had three games and four days at Disney
World. Out of our three games we won two,”
Mead said. “We played two relatively difficult
games. We won one and lost the other but
both of those games helped display our
weaknesses and will help us in the future so
we know where to focus and improve.”
In a trip filled with memorable moments,
Mead said it was difficult to pick a favorite.
“One of the best times that I had
happened when we at Magic Kingdom.
There was a DJ and everyone, including my
teammates and I, sang and danced along
with the music,” Mead said.
Overall, Mead said that the winter break
trip was worthwhile and that it will help the
team improve their play for the remainder of
the season and the state tournament.
“This was a great trip and I would
recommend it to any sports team that has
the chance. It allows you to get to know your
teammates on a different level,” Mead said.
by Libby Mislan, ’17

humbled by this opportunity, as well as the ability to show my
respect for those that were lost in both Pearl Harbor and World War
II. This trip will present an opportunity for the musicians to learn and
grow as well as the ability to honor those who gave so much.”
Those who are not going on the trip expressed worries about
the monetary investment or the length of the trip.
Sophomore Alec Hjelle said, “I know it would be fun and all, but
I’d rather do other things. Also, it costs a lot just to go, and there
are other things I’d rather put that money into.”
These concerns, as well as the stress of making up a week’s
worth of school work and other obligations following the trip, lead
some to believe the trip isn’t worthwhile.
by Matthew shepherd, ’19

N EWS

Inquiring
about
Istanbul
The Turkishconflict as
explained by a former
citizen and relative to
current residents
photo by Mstyslav Chernov

Supporters of President Erdogan at a nightly demonstration in Istanbul, Turkey on July 22, 2016. Protests such as these only added to the polarization
of the country.

BY ABBY GRAY, ‘18

I

n July of 2016, Istanbul, Turkey
experienced a failed military coup. A
coup is when a section of a country’s
military rebels in an attempt to overthrow
their government. After the coup, the
Turkish government largely increased
security, fired thousands of government
employees and announced a state of
emergency three times.
While around half of the residents
do not fully support Turkish President
Erdogan, few supported the coup because
the consequences of an overthrown
government are severe. Kelly Smith* has
experienced the environment in Istanbul
firsthand since the coup and has friends and
relatives who are living there currently.
“Almost everyone I know was happy
that the coup attempt failed. Turkey has
a history of military coups, three to four
of them. People know the consequences
of a military coup, everybody says it takes
the country back and nobody would want
that,” Smith said.
The coup was attempted by a faction of
the military, many of whom are supporters
of the Hizmet movement, led by Fethullah
Gulen– a Turkish preacher who lives in
the United States. The Hizmet movement
supports moderate, pro-Western Islam.
*denotes a source who requested anonymity

“It is generally accepted that Hizmet
was behind the coup attempt,” Smith said.
“Some people think the government knew
it and let it happen so that they could gain
more power. But we don’t know the truth.”
Many soldiers were tricked into fighting
for the faction of soldiers staging the coup,
without knowing what was going on and
simply obeying orders.
“Turkish people has been always proud

A lot of my friends
don’t follow the news
anymore because they
think they can’t handle it
psychologically.”
of their military forces. When I saw the
pictures where people were attacking
soldiers, I couldn’t believe my eyes. People
didn’t want a coup, but the ones who
actively attacked the innocent soldiers do
not represent Turkish people,” Smith said.
There is an extreme divide between
dedicated supporters of Erdogan and
those who despise him, but the coup
created momentary unity for the people
of Istanbul.
“I think Erdogan might have had one
of his highest approval ratings just after
the coup attempt. However, this didn’t
last long. Just after the coup attempt, very

strong measures were taken,” Smith said.
“In the meantime, they are voting to change
the constitution to give more powers to
Erdogan. That might be very dangerous for
the future of the country.”
Recently, ISIS has attacked Istanbul
multiple times. On June 28, 2016, a series
of shootings and bombings occurred at
Istanbul’s Atatürk Airport. Then, on Dec.
10, 2016, 48 people were killed in Istanbul
by a car and suicide bombing. On Jan.1,
2017, another terrorist attack took place
in a night club where a gunman killed 39
people.
These attacks are frequent in Istanbul
because of it’s Westernized culture and
ISIS’s belief that the Turkish people are not
“true Muslims”.
“When there is an attack, people
get scared and avoid that particular
neighborhood for a while, but then daily
life gets back to normal,” Smith said. “Every
time there is an attack people [feel] less safe.
I know a lot of my friends don’t follow the
news anymore because they think they can’t
handle it psychologically.”
Smith believes the state of safety in
Istanbul would improve if the government
intervened more regarding protection from
terrorist attacks.
“It is the government’s duty to provide
the safety of its citizens. I wish the Turkish
government and intelligence were doing a
better job in that sense,” Smith said.
A r l i n g to n i a n // 5
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legislating

life

Ohio’s ‘Hearbeat Bill’
brings women’s rights
in Ohio to the forefront

Actual size
of six-week
embryo is ½”.

By Caroline Favret and Kaitlyn Kincaid, ’18
image Courtesy wikimedia commons

A human embryo at six weeks begins to show many characteristics of the human anatomy, such as the head, eyes, ears, arms and legs. Ohio’s ‘Heartbeat Bill’
included legislation that prohibited abortion after a heartbeat is detectable, which typically occurs six-to-seven weeks into pregnancy.

O

n Dec. 13, 2016, Ohio Gov. John
Kasich vetoed the controversial
Heartbeat bill that would have
made it illegal to terminate a pregnancy as
early as six weeks, when a fetal heartbeat
can first be detected.
Kasich replaced the vetoed bill with
new restrictions prohibiting termination
of pregnancy around the 20 week mark.
Kasich is a pro-life Republican Governor.
If the heartbeat bill would’ve been signed
it would have been strictest abortion law
in the United States. Recently, similar
bills have also been struck down in North
Dakota and Arkansas.

Heartbeat Bill
House Bill 493, known as the
“Heartbeat Bill,” was passed Tuesday,
Dec. 6. This bill mainly was for legislation
regarding child welfare and neglect, though
in the Ohio Senate abortion was tied in.
It used language from House Bill 69,
which prohibited abortion after a heartbeat
is detectable, which usually occurs at about
six to seven weeks into pregnancy.
However, halfway into the first trimester,
women may not even know they are
pregnant yet. According to Mayo Clinic,
“Early pregnancy symptoms such as tender
breasts and fatigue sometimes indicate
pregnancy. In other cases, these classic
pregnancy symptoms might be due to
6 // F EBRUARY 3, 201 7

something else — such as an illness or the
start of your period.”
One or two skipped periods, which
can amount to eight weeks, falls outside
of the time window this bill offered.
Having an abortion performed would be
considered a fifth-degree felony, with the
associated punishment being as harsh as
six to twelve months and prison and a
max fine of $2,500.

That’s basically what I
believe in... Once the baby
has a heartbeat it should be
born unless the mother’s
life is at risk or the baby
won’t make it.”
Senior SLade Morley

Kasich did not sign the six-week ban,
due to the unconstitutional nature of the
bill. Similar bills have been struck down
recently in North Dakota and Arkansas for
the same reasoning. Ohio’s measure would
have been the strictest state law in the U.S.

Current Law
Though the Heartbeat Bill was vetoed,
Kasich signed the 20-week ban as proposed
by Senate Bill 127. As a Republican, he is
pro-life, with exception of rape, incest or
life of the mother.

Prior to this, Ohio followed the national
standard and did not allow abortions if
the fetus was viable, which usually occurs
around 24 weeks.
Specifically, the state of Ohio has a
24-hour law, requiring women to meet
with a physician face-to-face at least 24
hours before the procedure takes place.
During the appointment, it is required
that the physician discusses the probable
gestational age, the nature and purpose
of the abortion and the medical risks
of the abortion procedure. The risks of
the abortion compared to the risks of
continuing the pregnancy and delivering
the baby must also be reviewed. At the end
of the appointment, all patients seeking an
abortion must sign an informed consent
document.
For those under 18, the Ohio Minor
Law states that a parent, legal guardian
or custodian must accompany you at the
24 hour pre-abortion appointment and
they must also sign the informed consent
document. The only exceptions for minors
to bypass the law is so have an affidavit filed
with the juvenile court with a request of
a sibling over the age of 21, stepparent or
grandparent can be substituted for a parent.
By applying to juvenile court for a judicial
bypass the parental consent can be waived.
The new 20-week abortion ban adds to
these existing laws and is far less rigid than
the Heartbeat Bill, but it makes Ohio only

N EWS
the 16th state with this restriction in effect.
In a press release from Ohio Right to
Life, a non-profit organization dedicated to
educating individuals on the rights of unborn
children, president Mike Gonidakis supported
Kasich’s decision.
“Given the current makeup of the United
States Supreme Court, Governor Kasich got it
right by embracing the strategic incremental
approach to ending abortion,” Gonidakis said.
Eighteen states in total have had a ban like
this, though in Arizona and Idaho the laws
were struck down as unconstitutional.
According to Sandy Theis, executive
director of ProgressOhio (a nonprofit interest
group dedicated to progressive causes locally)
other states may have a better chance than
Ohio for overturning the 20-week ban in
court.
“Several states have 20-week bans. Lots
of constitutional lawyers are deciding which
one of them to challenge,” Theis said. “If
the Ohio law is challenged it faces review
by the sixth circuit court. Others circuits
are viewed as more likely to rule in favor of
America’s women.”
There are moral issues on both sides of
the abortion debate; for those who are prolife, religion often drives reasoning behind
delivering the baby. Pro-choice advocates
believe the decision is the woman’s to make.
Junior Gaby Ott attended the Women’s
March Sunday, Jan. 22 in Washington D.C.
She is a firm believer in woman having full
right to choose what happens with their health.

“I believe a woman and her doctor should
be responsible for what is best for her. Not a
lawmaker making choices for a woman,” Ott
said. “I understand limits, but think lawmakers
shouldn’t be making these laws that blanket all
20-week abortions.”
Senior Slade Morley, on the other hand,
agrees with a stricter limit on abortion and sees
the Heartbeat Bill being a viable option.
“That’s basically what I believe in... Once
the baby has a heartbeat it should be born
unless the mother’s life is at risk or the baby
won’t make it,” Morley said.
Morley, like many pro-life individuals, also
considers the financial aspects of having a child
at a young age and wants more money spent
on birth control to prevent pregnancies in the
first place. He believes adoption is a better
option than abortion for both the mother and
the child.

Availability of
abortions
During Governor Kasich’s term in office
he has signed over 17 different bills to restrict
abortions, in addition to closing over half of the
facilities where abortions are performed.
The result is that currently, in the state
of Ohio, there are only nine facilities that
perform legal abortions. This leaves 82 of 88
counties without a location to safely terminate
a pregnancy.
The abortion rate in Ohio has decreased
over the last five years. According to the Ohio

Fetal Focus

From a tiny embryo
to the size of an ear of
corn, the stages of fetus
development explained

Department of Health, the rate has dropped
a considerable 2.9 percent. The decrease has
direct correlation with stricter abortion laws
Kasich has passed, as well as closings of legal
abortion facilities.

What’s Next
Kasich’s decision came just a month before
the inauguration of the 45th President of the
United States Donald Trump. Trump is also
pro-life, and intends on filing current Supreme
Court vacancies with right leaning justices.
To many, it seems as though Roe v. Wade,
a landmark court case which recognized
women’s right to choose as given by the 14th
Amendment, is in more danger than ever of
being overturned.
Ohio Right to Life supports and
acknowledges that the state of Ohio has never
had stricter abortion laws than today.
“Governor Kasich will save hundreds of
unborn lives each year and he positioned the
state of Ohio to directly challenge Roe v. Wade.
The 20-week ban was nationally designed to
be the vehicle to end abortion in America,”
Gonidakis said.
Pro-life groups believe the current
national abortion standard is not enough,
and should be altered to consider the fetus’s
ability to feel pain rather than just viability as
a limit.
Bills similar to the Heartbeat Bill
have shown up in other states even more
recently than the ones in Arkansas and
North Dakota. A total abortion ban was
proposed in Indiana in November, and
a national version of Ohio’s Heartbeat
Bill was introduced in the U.S. House of
Representatives on Dec. 12.
These would almost certainly be ruled
unconstitutional, as the fetus’ ability to
survive outside of the womb, around
24 weeks, still remains the nationwide
standard.
This, however, still doesn’t ease the fear
for pro-choice groups.
“I do think the so-called Heartbeat
Bill - which I like to call the six-week
ban - will be back because the leaders in
the Republican Party are emboldened by
Trump’s election. When the bill came
up for its recent vote, legislative leaders
publicly said Trump’s election was the
reason,” Theis said.
Either way, a new administration will
inevitably cause changes in health care.

Source: baby center website, information graphic by dylan carlson
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KING JAMES VS. AIR MONEY
Photo by Wikipedia

Photo by Wikimedia Commons

Former NBA player Michael Jordan’s talents are juxtaposed against the
Cleveland Cavaliers’ Lebron James
by McDaniel hartranft, ’17

H

e’s MJ, Air Money, Air Jordan.
The man who has six NBA
championships, completed
15 NBA seasons and scored a total of
32,292 points. Then there is King James,
The L-Train, The Akron Hammer. The
man who has three NBA championships,
completed 14 NBA seasons and has
scored 27,288 points according to
LandOfBasketball.com.
The success of these two legendary
basketball players leads people to
juxtapose their talents in order to ascertain
who is the “best.”
Senior girl’s varsity basketball player
and captain Sydney Ward reflects on
Michael Jordan and his career.
“Michael Jordan is said to be the
greatest basketball player of all time. He
went six for six in the finals and holds
countless records,” Ward said. “His right
hand man was Scotty Pippen and he at
one point quit basketball and went to the
MLB then went back to the NBA.”
Senior Bradley Hall shares his opinion
on what kind of player Jordan was.
“[Jordan was] one of the greatest if
not the best basketball player. He has six
[championship] rings,” Hall said.
Despite the announcement that
Lebron made in 2010 that he was
leaving the Cleveland Cavaliers to sign
with the Miami Heat, Ward raises him
up as a hero.
“Lebron James is the greatest player of
all time in my opinion. He is a hometown
hero and could easily be the league MVP
every year. He has three championships,

two with his best friend in Miami and one
with Cleveland. He is on track to have the
most points scored in a career and he is
amazing,” Ward said.
Ward sees different skill sets in Jordan
and James.
“Michael Jordan was good because he had
a killer instinct,” Hall said. “He had no mercy
and was a scorer. He had determination that
set him apart from everyone.”
Hall saw a talent that was beyond
what happened on the court and in the
play book.
“He was a great teammate and he
brought up players around him,” Hall
said.
To the millennial generation, Jordan’s
career was on the way out the door as
they grew up. Lebron is the present; he’s
still writing his legacy.
“Lebron is a good player because he is
one of the most versatile players to ever
play. He can play every position without
question and makes everyone around
him better,” Ward said. “Not only does
he score but he does everything else,
block, defend, assist, rebound.”
“He [Lebron] beat the Warriors from
their three-to-one lead,” Hall said.
This past summer the Warriors lost
the finals to the Cavaliers when they had
three wins against Cleveland. Lebron led
the Cavaliers to win the finals and beat
the Warriors.
Forbes recently nominated Jordan as
the head of highest paid athletes list.
With the nomination comes speculation
as to if being the highest paid correlates

with having the most talent.
“I think it’s a little excessive. There
are professionals in all professions but
they don’t get to make nearly as much.
But then again they are fortunate that
their is a high demand for entertainment
so I can see how it could go both ways,”
Ward said.
Hall believes that the amount athletes
are paid does mean that they are the
most talented.
“The best players make the most
money. Usually, the better you are the
more money you make,” Hall said.
Ward went to see King James in
action on Christmas day in a nail biter
game against The Golden State Warriors.
James’ stats in the game relative to his
age is impressive to Ward.
“I think Lebron James is the better
player. I’m probably biased but he has
done countless things no one else has
done. He again is more versatile than
MJ. He’s also 32 and shows no sign
of slowing down. Along with this, he
makes his teammates around him better
players,” Ward said.
Every generation has their star and
in the minds of millennials who didn’t
grow up with Michael Jordan sprinting
across their televisions setting up for a
slam dunk can they really tell the truth
of who is the better player?
The reality may just be that Lebron
James could be everything Michael
Jordan was to people present day.
However, Jordan’s legacy will always be
held as one of the greatest.
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athletes
in action
Winter sports come to a close
as spring seasons begin
by sarah martin, ’17

▶▶ wrestling: Junior Teddy Hill pulls down
opponent from Central Crossing during a wrestling
meet in the varsity gym on Jan. 19.
▶ Diving: Junior Finn McCarthy completes a
back flip during a swimming and diving meet at the
UAHS natatorium on Jan. 6 against Dublin Coffman.
McCarthy achieved first place with a final score of
220.76.

photo By Charlotte Janes

photo By Charlotte Janes

▲ girls swimming: Junior Hannah Caldwell
swims breaststroke in a swim meet against Dublin
Coffman on Jan. 6 in the natatorium. The girls won
the meet with a final score of 137-49.

photo By ava henson

▲ indoor Track: Senior Meredith Caswell runs
a lap in the freshman gym in preparation for the
spring season of track and field.
▶ girls basketball: The JV basketball bears
shoot layups during a practice in the freshman gym
on Jan. 23.
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“Hey, Where’s the

Bathroom?”
UAHS marches towards a more
inclusive school
by Greyson Van Arsdale, ‘17

S

ince the 2015-16 school year, UAHS has planned to house
a “family bathroom” that would be inclusive of all genders,
located under the main staircase. The administration’s
original plan was to complete the bathroom by the end of last
school year. However, as UAHS begins 2017, the bathroom is still
under construction.
Assistant principal Lou Vazquez explained that work on the
family bathroom is ongoing and has not ceased.
Vazquez is one of the school’s most adamant supporters of the
family bathroom and has pushed for it since the idea’s conception.
“I want every student to be comfortable, regardless of gender,
race, whatever that word may be. I want every student to have the
opportunity to come to school and feel safe, with no feeling of
threat, or feeling that they would have to hide,” Vazquez said.

Photo by CHARLOTTE JANES

Sophomore Asher Franz supports the family bathroom. “It’s about time
that I should use the bathroom and not feel awkward or try to avoid going to
the bathroom. We [transgender people] have the right to feel comfortable
and happy,” Franz said.
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WHERE WE STAND
Though the family bathroom remains incomplete, progress
has not stopped. While the project was originally planned to be
finished by the end of last school year, the administration was
plagued with a problem: what to do about locks.
Locks on bathroom doors are necessary to protect the privacy of
users, but the administration also didn’t want to create a situation
in which the door could not be opened if necessary.
To solve this problem, administrators worked over the summer
and beginning of this year talking to local families and students in
order to discuss what they would feel comfortable with, according
to Vazquez.
The administration has since reached a conclusion to the debate.
The door connecting the bathroom to the hallway will not be

SP OT LIG H T
Photo by GREYSON VAN ARSDALE

Bishop Watterson sophomore Zoë Lamaze supports the
family bathroom. “I feel like.. it’s a bathroom,” Lamaze
said. “Anyone should be able to go to the bathroom.”

locked; however, inside the aisle leading
into the bathroom’s main chamber, there
will be a door with a sliding lock, similar
to those on bathroom stalls in other
UAHS restrooms. It will be accessible in
emergencies, but this way the privacy of
users can be maintained.
“This way, it’s not locked, but if
someone comes in there they can be
respectful. I think that makes it just like any
other restroom,” Vazquez said.
Since this issue has been solved,
construction on the bathroom is set to
begin again. According to Vazquez, the
door is the final
piece needed for the
bathroom to open. The
bathroom should be
completed and open in
early February.
During the 201516 school year,
Arlingtonian staff
members Bre Hart
and Dylan Carlson
interviewed transgender freshman Asher
Franz, now a sophomore.
Franz identifies as male, and during his
freshman year was restricted to using the
unisex bathroom in the nurses’ office, and
he was excited for the family bathroom to
be completed.
“What this [new] bathroom means
to me is that I can finally feel like a
human in society, instead of some person
that doesn’t have a right to just use the
bathroom like everybody else,” Franz said
last year. “It’s about time that I should
use the bathroom and not feel awkward
or try to avoid going to the bathroom.
We [transgender people] have the right to

feel comfortable and happy.”
When Hart and Carlson surveyed the
student body last school year, roughly 58
percent supported the family bathroom, with
46 percent knowing someone transgender.

WHAT’S IN A NAME?
On a national level, bathrooms
intended to include non-cisgender
individuals have been called “all-gender
bathrooms,” “unisex bathrooms,” and
sometimes just “transgender bathrooms.”
However, UAHS has explicitly named

to visiting families. This would be a big
improvement, for example, for a father
with young children, because the family
bathroom will have a changing table, which
are typically not available in men’s restrooms.
Whatever it’s called, Vazquez believes
that the bathroom is an important and
necessary addition to the high school in
order to provide a safe environment for the
entire student population.
“If we’re going to talk about being a
family here at school, we can’t just talk
about it, let’s do it and let’s provide that for
people,” Vazquez said.

If we’re going to talk about being
a family here at school, we can’t
just talk about it, let’s do it and
let’s provide that for people.”

JUST IN TIME

News of the UAHS family
bathroom came at a time
of controversy in America,
as late 2015 and early 2016
Lou vazquez, assistant principal
were fraught with arguments
over accepting non-cisgender
individuals into the bathrooms
that corresponded with their
their solution the “family bathroom,” an
gender identity.
important choice that adds to the intended
In March of 2016, South Carolina
message of the bathroom.
passed House Bill 2, also known as the
Vazquez explained why the
“Public Facilities Privacy & Security Act,”
administration made this choice.
which opponents called “the most anti“We call it [the family bathroom]
LGBT law in America,” according to PBS.
because there’s a changing table in there,
The law repealed a previous vote that
and that table will be for families who come would allow transgender individuals from
and visit,” Vazquez said. “I don’t want to say using the bathroom of their choosing, and
that ‘family bathroom’ is more comfortable, went even further to bar South Carolina
because that’s the wrong word. It’s just that
cities from passing anti-discrimination laws
it’s a more inclusive area for people to use
in the future.
the facility.”
Similar laws have been introduced in the
state legislatures of Kentucky, Minnesota,
So while this bathroom would
Tennessee, Texas and Washington.
immediately affect the lives of UA’s
In May of 2016, conservative Ohio
genderqueer students, it’s also available
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House Rep. John Becker of Cincinnati
floated the idea of a similar “bathroom bill”
after hearing of Target’s new trangenderfriendly bathroom policy.
“Although well meaning, ‘gender
identity’ is not defined and can be very
fluid. Their reckless policy serves as an
invitation to sexual predators to pose as
transgender persons in order to gain easy
access to a smorgasbord of women and
young girls,” Becker wrote in a report.
However, after meeting with several
transgender individuals for an hour
and a half, Becker said that his view on
transgender issues had been widened.
“It was fascinating to hear their stories
and to attempt to see the world from their
perspective. It was a very good exchange
of ideas and concerns. Additionally, it was
very helpful to me on multiple levels. That’s
progress,” Becker wrote. “As children, we
learned that there are males and females. It
was binary. The world has changed. Male
and female is now a continuum.”
Though the school district of Upper
Arlington has no official policy on who
can use which bathroom according to the
handbook, it is typical for transgender
or nonbinary students to use the unisex
bathroom located in the nurse’s office.
However, this unofficial practice has
created problems in the lives of some
transgender students.
“I really need the new restroom. Using
the nurse’s restroom is literally the worst
thing. I don’t think they were notified that I

need to use it,” Franz said.
Using the nurses’ office became such
a problem for Franz that he went to the
administration and argued for his right to
use the men’s bathroom.
So while Franz may be beyond the use
of the gender-neutral bathroom, it could be
imperative to students new to their gender
identity or just beginning to be comfortable
with themselves.
Senior Ivan Rollit was on the same page
with Franz when interviewed by Hart and
Carlson last year.
“When I think about it, I feel like their
intentions are good. I think the fact that
they are even doing it is good. However,
I feel like it should be fine for them
[transgender people] to go into restroom
of their chosen gender. It is not a complex
issue. If a girl became a guy then he is just a
guy and a guy who became a girl should be
seen as a girl. It’s simple,” Rollit said.
However, UAHS’s family bathroom
can still serve a purpose to those who are
questioning their gender or don’t fit into
the gender binary, like UAHS senior Ginger
Ravine, who identifies as agender and uses
pronouns ‘they’ and ‘them’.
Ravine, who is a co-president of UAHS’s
Gay-Straight Alliance along with senior
Trent Popovitch, was excited to hear about
the family bathroom.
“I doubt it’ll be done by the time I
graduate, but for all the LGBT, trans and
nonbinary kids who are there in the future,
it’ll be great for them,” Ravine said.

Photo by CHARLOTTE JANES

Senior Ginger Ravine identifies as agender.
“I doubt [the bathroom] will be done by the time I
graduate, but for all the LGBT, trans and nonbinary
kids who are there in the future, it’ll be great for
them,” Ravine said.
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Setting a Precedent
Bishop Watterson sophomore Zoë
Lamaze, who identifies as lesbian, sees a
need to introduce the concept of a unisex
bathroom to schools.
“Schools everywhere have at least one
[LGBT] person, whether they’re out or
not. They could feel uncomfortable with
going to the bathroom that they’re forced
to go to, but they don’t want to come
out,” Lamaze said. “But if they’re unisex
bathrooms, they don’t have to tell anyone if
they want to stay in the closet.”
“I feel like.. it’s a bathroom. Anyone
should be able to go to a bathroom,”
Lamaze added.
However, she also noted that such a
bathroom would be against the teachings of
Bishop Watterson, a religious school.
“Probably, because we’re Catholic,
and we believe in the gender [binary], it
probably wouldn’t go over well,” Lamaze
said. “But our small [LGBT] community
would be very happy.”
Ravine hopes that other high schools
may follow UAHS’s example.
“I’m not sure if it will set a precedent,
but I can hope it will, because I’d love to
see gender-neutral bathrooms at other high
schools. I think that Arlington does set a lot
of precedents for other high schools around
Ohio,” Ravine said. “I think this is a good
step, and hopefully other high schools will
see the benefit too.”

FEAT UR ES

In Memoriam
By Matthew Shepherd, ‘19

N

o matter your political leanings, your ideological identity or your favorite football team, most people can agree that 2016 has
not been a great year. This mainly boils down to the losses the world suffered in terms of the lives of celebrities. From singersongwriters to astronauts, many well-respected people lost their lives in 2016.

Carrie Fisher

Photo Courtesy of
Wikipedia Commons

Oct. 21 1956-Dec. 27, 2016
Carrie Fisher will forever be a pop-culture icon in the eyes of her fans. She was an actress and an author, best
known for her portrayal of Princess Leia in “Star Wars”. She also played characters in classic movies such as “When
Harry Met Sally”, “Blues Brothers”, and so many more. She was also described as a fun, loving and intelligent
person, who wasn’t afraid to speak her mind.

John Glenn

July 18, 1921-Dec. 8, 2016
John Glenn was an inspiration for generations, and his legacy will live on through those who look to the stars
and want to explore. Glenn had the honor of being the first man to orbit the Earth, and circled it three times prior
to landing the spacecraft. Prior to his involvement with NASA, Glenn served dutifully as a pilot in the military
during World War II. In 1974, Glenn won a seat on the Senate, and served for 24 years.

Photo Courtesy Of Wikipedia

David Bowie

Jan. 8, 1947-Jan. 10, 2016
David Bowie was an innovative and creative force in the popular music industry for five decades of his life.
In fact, he worked on his music up until the end of his life, releasing his album “Blackstar” only two days before
his death. Almost everyone has been touched by his music or his acting, with hit songs such as “Let’s Dance” and
“Under Pressure”. Bowie also starred in movies such as “Labyrinth” and “The Temptation of Christ”.

Photo Courtesy Of Ron Frazier

Muhammad Ali

January 17, 1942-June 3, 2016
Muhammad Ali, or Cassius Clay, as he was named at birth, will forever be remembered as an influential and
significant boxer and activist. Throughout his career in the ring, Ali was the recipient of many awards, such as
being the Ring magazine Fighter of the Year six times, and becoming a National Golden Glove champion twice.
Ali also used his time in the spotlight to spread the message of activist groups, such as with the Nation of Islam
and Malcolm X.

Photo Courtesy of Wikipedia

Prince

June 7, 1958-April 21, 2016
Prince Rogers Nelson, or more commonly known as “Prince”, was a ground breaking singer-songwriter who rose
to prominence from his extravagant stage personality, presence, and meaningful songs. Some of his most popular
songs are “When Doves Cry” from “Purple Rain” and “Get Off” from “Diamonds and Pearls”. Whether it’s from
breaking down barriers with his personality or his musical abilities, Prince will be remembered for generations.
Photo Courtesy of Wikipedia

Alan Rickman

Feb. 21, 1946-Jan. 14, 2016
Alan Rickman was an actor in many well-received and highly-grossing films who appealed to both young
audiences and older ones alike. Nowadays, Alan Rickman is known for his portrayal of Severus Snape in the
“Harry Potter” film franchise. His acting talents are displayed brilliantly as one of the most complicated and
caring characters in the film series. Another movie in which Rickman stars is the classic “Die Hard”. In the movie,
Rickman plays the intelligent and sadistic villain Hans Gruber, which Rickman pulls off without a hitch.

Photo Courtesy of Wikipedia
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Bricker & Eckler LLP
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Serving the School District

Celebrating Excellence
We don't go into journalism to be popular.
It is our job to seek the truth and put constant
pressure on our leaders until we get answers.

George P. Wick, DDS
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Our law ﬁrm is proud to support the
pursuit of excellence in all aspects of
Upper Arlington High School, including
the award-winning student-produced
newsmagazine Arlingtonian.
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HEY, senior PARENTS!
ADVERTISE IN THE
2017 YEARBOOK!
inside

the

UA
bubble

NORWESTER 2017

ORDER NOW!
Go to http://tinyurl.com/NORWESTER2017
to Order your 2017 Norwester today!
Yearbook sales will be finalized in March.
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Advertisements can be mailed to Norwester anytime
between now and March 6, 2017.
For information on ad sizing, prices and more, go to
http://tinyurl.com/nor2017advertise.

•••••
Senior portraits have been posted to the Schoology "Class of
2017" group. If you have not done so, please check with your
senior to ensure that his/her image and name appears correctly.
Email norwester@uaschools.org ASAP if changes are needed.
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Yay or Nay compiled by Bre Hart

The “Heartbeat Bill” will be a
positive change for women and
families in Ohio.

Photo by ava henson

16% yay, 46% nay, 38% undecided

A student looks at Twitter on a MacBook Air. Of all social media, Twitter has become the most notorious for
the spreading of fake news.

Fake News Fallout

The danger of false articles on social media
by ellise shafer, ’17

R

ecent events in response to
fake news have made it more
important than ever to not
believe everything that pops up on your
Twitter timeline.
On Dec. 5 of 2016, Edgar Welch
opened fire from an AR-15 rifle in
Comet Ping Pong, a pizza restaurant
located in Washington, D.C. It was
then reported by The New York Times
that Welch had read on Facebook and
Reddit that the restaurant was home to
a child pornography ring led by former
presidential candidate Hillary Clinton.
After reading about the conspiracy,
Welch drove from his home state of
North Carolina to D.C. in hopes
of stopping the ring, referred to as
“PizzaGate” in the article. However, he
was instead arrested and later detained
by police.
This incident, among others that have
occurred in this past year, are a reminder
of just how dangerous social media can
be when it comes to the spreading of
false information.
But how does this false news arise?
Surprisingly enough–or not–a lot of it
has to do with politics. A major source
of false news has been often teenaged
residents in Macedonia, who according
to Buzzfeed News have created over 140
pro-Trump websites during the election
cycle. These websites spread fake news

and due to ad revenue, make these
teens rich. For a similar purpose, young
American entrepreneurs have been doing
the same thing in the U.S., says The New
York Times.
So, while some are bringing in the
big bucks over this, how can average Joes
steer clear of such falsities? Librarian
Judy Deal had a few pointers to keep
UAHS students safe.
“Telling signs [of fake news] are if it’s
almost too sensationalist, if it’s almost
too good to be true or if it’s a little too
shocking,” Deal said. “Although we tend
to think ‘oh, that’s great’ or ‘oh, that’s
juicy, I’m going to look at it’ [when
seeing these articles], you have to have a
healthy dose of common sense.”
Deal believes that the spreading
of fake news just goes to show how
unreliable social media is as a news
source, especially for young people.
“I think it’s an easy trap because
anybody can contribute to social
media and if you think of actual news
outlets such as the networks or CNN
or MSNBC, it’s journalists writing for
them,” Deal said. “They have a code
of ethics and are therefore obligated to
fact-check and that’s not necessarily true
on social media.”
To avoid fake news altogether, Deal
suggests getting information exclusively
from reliable news sources, and checking
twice before believing or further
spreading a story on social media.

46%

76%

UAHS offers a wide and
interesting variety of clubs
every year.

76% yay, 10% nay, 14% undecided

Netflix needs more
show options.

80%
80% yay, 8% nay, 12% undecided

75%

The number of allowed “snow
days” that UA has should be
increased.
75% yay, 14% nay, 11% undecided

Social Media platforms are
reliable sources of news.

52%

28% yay, 52% nay, 20% undecided

56%

Winter in Ohio is depressing, as
there isn’t enough fun events /
things to do.
56% yay, 34% nay, 10% undecided

This year’s school musical,
“Wizard of Oz,” is a must-see
show.

47%

47% yay, 23% nay, 30% undecided

57%

The media’s portrayal
of political ideologies
isn’t reliable.
57% yay, 12% nay, 31% undecided

data for this yay or nay compiled through a voluntary
arlingtonian survey of 582 students.
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(614) 459-1122
www.rayinsurance.com

Chidester Photography
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“Home of All-U-Can Eat Fondue Fridays!”
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Super substitute: Tracey Ziniel
What’s your favorite part of being a
substitute?
That would be interacting with the
kids and the freedom it gives me
to travel.
Where did you sub before you were
in UA?
Upper Arlington is the only district
I’ve worked in. UAHS and at
the middle schools.
What’s the hardest part about being
a substitute?
The hardest part is if a teacher
Photo by Charlotte Janes hasn’t left plans, and I don’t have
anything to give [the students].
What do you do outside of school?
I garden, exercise, read and travel. I actually do a lot of traveling.
I also tutor ESL for adults. I’ve met a lot of people struggling with

language. It’s really rewarding and really, really fun.
Where do you go when you travel?
I’ve gone to Cambodia, India, New Zealand, China, Vietnam,
Japan, through most of Europe and Singapore.
What do you do when you go to these places?
Most of them are biking vacations; we bike through little villages.
What is your favorite subject to teach?
My favorite is Spanish, it’s where my background is. I have a
degree in Spanish education.
What would you say to a sub who may be nervous or not know
what to do?
I would say that the teachers here are always very supportive.
What grade is generally the worst behaved?
Usually the eighth graders and freshmen. It’s generally the classes
kids have to take but don’t want to be in.
What would you say to students who are disrespectful to subs?
Give ‘em a break. It’s not an easy job. You can learn from every
sub. It might not be in that subject, but you can learn from them.

Jam-packed janitor: Scott Moon
What do you do outside of school?
I officiate different kinds of sports. I do football, baseball and
softball and that’s the main thing I do. Outside of being a dad, of
course. I’ve got a 6 year old.
How did you start working here?
My dad works at Barrington, actually. He’s a custodian and been a
custodian my whole life. I just tried to be like him. That’s how I got
in the business.
What’s the toughest part about being a custodian?
The toughest part is probably cleaning up something a person
knows they’re not supposed to do. You know, outside the regular
spiel. When they just go above and beyond.
What’s your favorite part about this job?
The kids; I love the kids.
Other than officiating sports, what else do you do with your son?
We just play a lot. He’s rough. He’s a rough 6 year old. We
play football, we ride bikes, we play basketball. We do that kind
of stuff.
Have you always wanted to be a custodian?

I wanted actually to be an
elementary school teacher. But I
didn’t stay in college long enough
to get that done. You know, I love
this job and it was a lucky chance
[to be here].
Have you worked at the high school
for most of your career?
Nope. I worked at Jones for the
most part. I’ve worked at Hastings,
I worked at Barrington and I worked
at Windermere. But Jones probably
the most.
Photo by Charlotte Janes
What’s your favorite part of the day?
You know, I love my job, but my
favorite part is two o’clock when I get to go home.
What do you want to say to kids who make messes everywhere?
Just make sure to pick up after yourselves. You guys are high
schoolers now.

Choral cOOK: Sheila Schuler

Photo by Charlotte janes

How long have you worked here?
At the high school? Three years.
Did you work at any other school before
the High School?
Yes. I worked at Tremont,
Greensview, Jones, Barrington and
Burbank.
What has been your favorite school to
work at?
The high school and Burbank.
What has been most difficult
working here?
Definitely being understaffed.
What has been your favorite thing

about working at UAHS?
The kids; I know a lot of them between church and I went to
Arlington. So, a lot of the kids I graduated with, their kids are now
in high school. I know a lot of kids.

What is your favorite dish to cook?
I like doing the specialty salads and sandwiches.
What do you do outside of school?
I’m in choir at my church and I do hair. I did hair professionally
for 23 years. So I still do hair. Besides that, just watch my nieces
and nephews.
What’s your favorite thing to do outside of school?
Choir.
How long have you been doing choir?
Since I was in third grade.
If you were to say one thing to kids who make messes in the lunch
line, what would you say to them?
I always say, “You need to pick that up. You weren’t born in a barn.”
But what I’m trying to get across is you need to clean up after
yourself because we don’t get paid enough; the custodians don’t
get paid enough to constantly be cleaning up after you. We’re not
your parents. I’m sure you wouldn’t leave that kind of mess [for your
parents to clean up] either..
by bre hart, ’19
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Time to ACT

The work that goes into preparing
for college entrance exams leads
some to question the legitimacy
of these tests
by Tom Weimer, ’18

Photo by Charlotte Janes

T

he terms ACT and SAT are
synonymous with the college
application process, and a staple to
life as a high school junior. We’ve all heard
of them, but what really are these exams
for, and how much do they actually affect
getting into college?
In the late 1800s to early 1900s,
entrance exams were specific to each
school, with each college having its own
version of a readiness test. The College
Board, a non-profit group of 12 colleges,
was founded in 1899 to combat the
belief that non-uniform testing was
giving high schools too much power over
college admissions. As more and more
high school graduates went on to pursue
college education, the test was given to
more and more students.
Trying to follow the success of the SAT,
the American College Testing (ACT) was
founded in 1956 to market to a wider
demographic, as the SAT was primarily
used by selective northeastern colleges.
Because of their similar purposes, it can
be difficult to distinguish the difference
between the ACT and the SAT. According
to Study Point, an online tutoring service,
the fundamental difference between the
two tests is that they’re set up differently,
with slightly differing subject material and
allotted times for subjects.
Another key difference is that questions
in the SAT are more evidence and context
based, while questions on the ACT are
more straightforward and less focused on
application to real-world situations.
In addition, the scoring systems of the
two exams are different, with the ACT out
of 36, and the SAT out of 1600.
The total time given for each test is
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relatively the same, with the ACT being 3
hours and 35 minutes, and the SAT being
3 hours and 50 minutes.
While most four-year colleges will
accept either score, the SAT tends to
be more popular with private schools
and colleges on the east and west coast,
while the ACT is more popular among
Midwestern and Southern schools.
In 2015, 1.7 million students took
the SAT, and 1.92 million took the ACT.
While it’s undeniable that it’s part of our
culture, some are asking whether or not
the test are an accurate reflection of a
student’s high school experience, including
Vincent Bryant, an ACT/SAT tutor.
“While reading comprehension is
important to any academic pursuit,
the manner in which these tests are
administered- large group settings, yet no
collaboration, stringent guidelines, early
start times, etc., has a damaging effect
on a person’s ability to concentrate and
perform,” Bryant said.
On the other hand, senior Will Sears
believes that these exams are a good
tool for colleges, but that it’s a stretch
to say that it’s an accurate summary of a
student’s four years in high school.
“I think that these tests are a decent
representation of a student’s time at high
school; however, I think that a student’s
GPA is probably a better representation.
It’s a good indicator academically, but it
doesn’t represent any extracurriculars or
[other] things,” Sears said.
In contrast, despite the increasing
number of students taking college
entrance tests, which has nearly doubled
from 1986 to 2012, a growing number
of colleges are beginning to embrace test-

flexible and even test-optional policies.
A study found that half of the top 100
liberal arts colleges in the U.S. now align
themselves with one of these two options.
In addition, more than 870 colleges
reported changing their admission
policies on requiring the ACT/SAT in
2016.
These colleges, however, are still a
small number in comparison to other
colleges whose current policies require
test scores.
“Some colleges de-emphasize the tests.
Others eschew the system altogether.
But they are the minority,” Bryant said.
“There are a great many options, however,
for students with middling or below
average test scores.”
In between these two arguments,
Dr. Kathy Moore of the UAHS College
Center believes that the importance
of test scores can be both low or high,
depending on which school a student
wants to go to.
“The more selective the school, the
more test scores matter. GPA is the best
predictor of college success,” Moore said.
Moore also believes that it’s important
for a student to vary themselves in terms
of scholastic pursuits, and not rely solely
on a test score as an entrance predictor.
“Extracurriculars, sports, etc. are important
in that they help the school to learn more
about you as a person and to find out what you
are interested in outside of school,” Moore said.
Looking forward, the standardization
related changes affecting the SAT and ACT
are a mystery, as President Trump promised to
dismantle the Common Core and nominated
Betsy DeVos, a proponent for localized
education, as his Secretary of Education.
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Off to See “the Wizard”
by SOPHIE YANG, ’19

Students are hard at
work to produce the
“Wizard of Oz” musical

Behind the Scenes: Tech Crew

A

longside the performers on stage, tech
crew, a group of around 30 students, works
hard to build sets, manage lighting and create
special effects for “The Wizard of Oz”. Effects
this year will include a projection of Oz’s face,
smoke and a tornado scene. In addition, a
“yellow brick road” will stretch below the stage.
Senior Ida Kegley said that tech crew
manages many aspects of the show, including
some that viewers may not immediately notice.
“There’s a lot of technical work,” Kegley said.
“People probably don’t notice [the microphones]
because we try to hide them... We also have to fly
the set, which means we have to move it up and
down, so that takes a lot of heavy-duty work.”
Overall, sophomore Lauren Hartman finds

that tech crew is a unique way to be involved in
the high school theater production.
“I found that I really liked tech crew as well as
performing,” Hartman said.
According to junior Jack Weimer, tech crew
begins by meeting to build sets on weekends. As
showtime approaches, they start meeting after
school and incorporating lights and sound.
“I really love tech crew, and I love working
with all the awesome people that we have,”
Weimer said. “My hopes are that I get to keep
doing it and that we have a good show.”
Kegley agrees with Weimer, believing that
camaraderie is the best part of tech crew.
“It’s really about making friends and having a
fun time behind the scenes,” Kegley said.
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Hearty Harmonies: Pit Orchestra

E

Photo by sarah martin

very school musical needs a sound track to
accompany its live performances on stage,
and “The Wizard of Oz” is no different. This
year, a live pit orchestra will play alongside the
musical numbers, often weaving under dialogue
and adding extra sound effects.
About 25 of the 30 musicians in the pit
orchestra are UAHS students, and the rest are
hired professionals. According to pit orchestra
director George Edge, the number of students in
the orchestra varies from year to year.
“One year, they did ‘In the Heights’, which
had extremely difficult music, so they hired
everybody professionally… but this year we’re
mostly using students,” Edge said.
Junior Gabe Dehlendorf, who plays trumpet

in the pit orchestra, said that rapid tempo and
key changes make the music a challenge.
“We’re going at a faster pace,” Dehlendorf
said. “[The music] makes every other piece you
play super easy compared to it.”
The pit orchestra contains a mix of string,
brass, woodwind and percussion instruments,
and it has been rehearsing since before Winter
Break. After practicing separately, they
combined with singers and the full musical.
Sophomore Evelyn Holman, a violinist in the
pit, finds that it’s a rewarding experience.
“This is a good opportunity to play with the
band, [and] I love that we get to play the classic
Wizard of Oz songs that I’ve grown up listening
to,” Holman said.

On-Stage Ensemble: Cast and Chorus

S

tarting with music practice and building up to
dress rehearsals, the cast and chorus of “The
Wizard of Oz” have been hard at work learning
songs, choreography, dialogue and staging.
As student directors, seniors Charlotte
Brown (Dorothy) and Emilie Gray (Auntie Em)
have been working with director Eric Kauffman
to coordinate details like costumes and sets.
“Typically, we produce the set and costumes
here and source them locally, but this year, we’re
going bigger,” Gray said. “We had to work with a
professional company [to] rent the sets from the
1998 Madison Square Garden production.”
According to Gray, more than 60 students
will perform this year, setting “The Wizard of
Oz” apart from musicals in the past.
“Between the grandiose sets and amazing
costumes and the huge cast… everything is big
this year,” Gray said.
Junior Jimmy Contakis, one of two dance
captains for the musical, agreed with Gray.

“We have a really large cast that has so
much talent,” Contakis said. “Every person is so
important [for] it to flow together cohesively.”
Contakis has been helping the cast and
chorus learn the musical’s choreography.
“It’s been a challenge to learn as many dance
parts as I can so I can help as many people with
dance as I can,” Contakis said. “[Junior Sarah
McOwen and I] work together on that, so
sometimes we will trade off dances.”
Sophomore Isabel Ali, a chorus member,
said the chorus has been focusing on
characterization to strengthen the show.
“The chorus is a lot of off-stage singing…
[we] make up the bulk of the songs and
numbers,” Ali said. “[Director Eric] Kauffman has
been very big on every role [being] important.”
Brown hopes that as many students as
possible will attend the five shows.
“Putting on something as extravagant as
a UA high school musical is just such a great

Photo by CHARLOTTE JANES

feeling of accomplishment... I hope we sell out
every single seat,” Brown said.
“The Wizard of Oz” will show on Feb. 23-25 at
7:30 p.m. and on Feb. 25-26 at 2:30 p.m.
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Hundreds of thousands of women gather in front of the Capitol in Washington, DC to protest President Trump’s election and raise awareness for women’s rights.

Women’s March in
Washington, D.C. and
across world reaches
UA, receiving varying
degrees of support
by Dylan Carlson, ’19

O

n Saturday, Jan. 21, hundreds
of thousands of protesters
congregated across the world
for the Women’s March, including cities
such as Washington D.C., Chicago, New
York and Columbus. At 10:00 a.m. in
Washington D.C., the National Mall was a
sea of pink “pussyhats” – pink knitted hats
with cat ears. It was not until 1 p.m. that
the pink sea started flowing out into DC’s
historical streets. The Women’s March
lasted until late afternoon, 6 p.m., with
thousands driving back home from their
one-day expedition to voice their thoughts
on one of America’s most divisive election
in recent years.
Senior Tory Loux went to the Women’s
March, leaving Friday evening to reach the
nation’s capital. Loux hopes the March is a
sign of more things to come.
“I hope it is not a one-time thing… I
hope the momentum keeps up,” Loux said.
“The people who organized the March have
published things on their website to try
to keep the momentum going, calling for
people to send postcards to Senators and
raising issues that are important to them.”
Loux, a member of the LGBT
community, said she enjoyed the sense of
camaraderie at the Women’s March.
“It was nice to be among the bunch
of people who don’t agree with opinions
expressed by Donald Trump and to be
*denotes a source who requested anonymity

surrounded by people who wanted to take
action against that.”
However, some do not share the same
outlook as Loux and Evans. Joe Mark*
does not understand and questions the
premise of the March.
“First of all, I support the idea that it is
against Trump. However, I don’t support
it is called it is Women’s March. I believe
that women should have equality like
men, but when they reach that equality,
they want more and more. Women like to
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LGBTQ+ flag flying high amongst hundreds of
thousands of protesters at Women’s March in
Washington, D.C.

ask for more,” Mark* said. “It is all right
for a woman to have something that a
man doesn’t, but if a man has something
a woman doesn’t, the feminists will rise
up. It would be appropriate to change
the name so that it is just not women’s. It
should be about unity. If the march was
called the Men’s March, that would be
unfair to women. More unity is better to
attack a common target [Trump].”
This is not a lone voice; a voluntary

Arlingtonian survey of 301 students
showed 15.9 percent, around 48 people,
did not support the Women’s March.
Also, a recent article published by The
New York Times, titled “Republican Men
Say It’s a Better Time to Be a Woman
than a Man,” reported a survey carried
out by nonpartisan research and polling
firm PerryUndem which found that more
than half of the 1,302 respondents who
identified as Republican said it was a better
time to be a woman than a man.
Dennis Halaszynski, an 81-year-old
retired police captain in McKeesport, PA
and a registered Democrat who voted for
Trump, told The New York Times in the
January story, “It’s easier being a woman
today than it is a man. The white man is a
low person on the totem pole. Everybody
else is above the white man.”
However, senior Alison Evans said she
disagrees that it is a better time to be a
woman than a man.
“I do not think women have equal
rights. They do not have the same pay,”
Evans said. “Women are paid less for the
same job than a man is, and there’s many
other inequalities.”
According to organizers and partners
of the Women’s March, it is the beginning
of a movement for women’s liberation and
ending women’s healthcare stigma, which
they believe to be imperative in the wake
of the inauguration. While others disagree
with their goals, it’s clear that Trump’s
inauguration has sparked a worldwide
movement of solidarity with women.
A r l i n g to n i a n // 23
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Creating the Cabinet
Since his Nov. 8 victory, President Donald Trump has been vetting individuals to fill his
Presidential Cabinet. The background of three of his nominees are explored below.
by Caroline Chidester, ’17

Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-AL): Attorney General
Senator Jeff Sessions was confirmed
as Donald Trump’s pick for Attorney General. Sessions
was born in Selma, Alabama in 1946, making him 70
years old. He and his wife Mary have three children
and six grandchildren, and consider themselves very
religious, teaching Sunday school at a Methodist
Church in Mobile, AL.
In 1994 Sessions was elected as the 44th U.S.
Attorney General of Alabama, and in 1996 he won
the general election as a Republican Senator. While
in office he stuck to a more conservative leaning
viewpoint, and defended the state in court cases that
followed his 1996 election.

In 2002 Sessions was reelected and became the
first Alabama Republican reelected to the Senate
since the Reconstruction Era. He continued to win
reelection through his third and fourth term, running
uncontested in both the primary and general election
for his fourth term.
Throughout his four terms he has worked as a
senior member on multiple committees, including
the Senate Budgeting Committee and the Armed
Services Committee.
However, Sessions’ nomination was met with
opposition, as he was denied from becoming a
federal judge in the ‘80s due to racist remarks.

Photo Courtesy Wikimedia Commons

Rex Tillerson: Secretary of State
Rex Tillerson was chosen by Donald Trump
for Secretary of State. He was born and raised in
Wichita Falls, Texas, and remained in Texas to attend
the University of Texas at Austin in 1975. In 2006, he
was named a Distinguished Engineering Graduate by
University of Texas at Austin.
In 1975 Tillerson was hired by The Exxon
Company as a production engineer, and worked his
way up in the company. After the merge between
Exxon and Mobil, he was eventually promoted to
chief executive officer (CEO) of ExxonMobil in 2006.
Before taking on the role of CEO, however, he
was named Vice President of Exxon Ventures and
President of Exxon Neftegas, and was responsible

for Exxon’s holdings in Russia and the Caspian Sea.
According to John Hambre, the President and
CEO of the Center for Strategic and International
studies, Tillerson “has had more interactive time
with Vladimir Putin than any other American, with
the exception of Dr. Henry Kissinger.”
In addition, Tillerson was awarded the Order of
Friendship award by Putin in 2003 for helping to
develop cooperation among the two nations in the
energy sector.
His past experience has caused him to speak out
about his pro-free trade views and opposition to the
sanctions against Russia, which puts him in line with
many of Trump’s views throughout his campaign.

Photo Courtesy Wikimedia Commons

Ret. Gen. James Mattis: Defense Secretary

Photo Courtesy Wikimedia Commons

Retired General James Mattis was
chosen by Trump as the 26th United States Secretary
of Defense. Mattis was born in Pullman, Washington
after his mother immigrated to the United States as an
infant. He eventually went on to earn a BA degree in
history from Central Washington University in 1971.
Mattis initially enlisted in the United States
Marine Corps in 1969, and after receiving his degree
he became a second lieutenant through the Reserve
Officers’ Training Corps in 1972. As a captain he was a
Battalion Officer and commanded Rifle and Weapons
Companies in multiple locations.
He served as a colonel in the Persian Gulf War
and the Afghanistan War, and was promoted to a
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general for the Iraq War where he played a key role in
operations in Fallujah.
In 2005 Mattis took command of Marine Corps
Combat Development Command, and was formally
nominated by Former President Barack Obama as
commander of United States Central Command in
2010. In this role he oversaw Iraq and Afghanistan and
was responsible for areas such as Syria, Yemen and
Iran. He retired from the Marine Corps in 2013.
In his civilian life he was a board member for the
widely-criticized Silicon Valley biotech company
Theranos, and an advisory board member of Spirit
of America, a nonprofit organization that assists
Americans serving to help the local people.
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“CLEAN
COUTURE”
Ca r

One senior makes her fight against
fast fashion production personal

enior Melia
e Ch
ides
ter
Martin has
committed to
By Greyson Van Arsdale, ’17
working against
“fast fashion” in
her modeling
and daily life.
environment. Clothes made in this manner are generally of poor
Martin
quality and degrade quickly, so they’re thrown out at a higher rate
became
than clothes that are made ethically, causing a waste issue.
passionate
There is no doubt that this strategy is profitable – Americans
about fighting fast
buy five times more clothing now than we did in 1980, according
fashion practices after
to the Atlantic. But Martin argues that fast fashion is not
watching “The True Cost,” a
environmentally sustainable.
documentary made in 2015 by director Andrew Morgan.
“The materials and dyes they use for their clothes aren’t
“Throughout the documentary, I was completely appalled by
durable. So when people throw away their clothes... they sit in
what I was seeing,” Martin said. “It is a problem. I was very taken
dumps for very long times and aren’t biodegradable,” Martin
aback at first, just because I didn’t know anything about it. It was
said. “They just sit in wastelands. It’s very harmful to the
a slap in the face.”
environment.”
After watching the documentary, Martin committed to
This carries over to Martin’s work as an independent model.
changing the way she shops.
Though she is not currently signed to an agency, she has modeled
“Ever since then I’ve been super against fast fashion and doing
professionally for Vernacular, a Grandview-based women’s
my part to shop efficiently and making sure what I buy lines up
clothing brand, as well as the Columbus Book Project. Martin
with my morals,” Martin said.
also models for independent photographers such as Kate Sweeney
Fast fashion is the process by which most of our clothes are
and Arlingtonian’s own Caroline Chidester.
made today. This method describes a manufacturing style so
Martin communicates with photographers to go for a “look”
quick that a piece of clothing can move from a runway to store
that she feels represents her style, as well as her commitment to
shelves in days.
working against fast fashion.
In order to achieve this, fast fashion companies like Gap,
“When you’re independent and not signed, it allows you to
Zara and Forever 21 outsource their clothes to producers in
go for the look you want,” Martin said. “It depends on what the
third-world countries, such as Bangladesh and India. As the
photographer’s vision is, but if not I just go with whatever I want
garment companies are privately owned, retailers are not required
to wear... About 80 percent of my wardrobe is thrifted.”
to inspect the companies’
As a lover of fashion, Martin advocates
facilities for safety measures.
smart shopping and awareness of what is
This is what led to the
being sold.
Rana Plaza tragedy in 2013,
“When you’re looking at clothes,
where a Bangladesh factory
check the tag, make sure you don’t see
producing clothing for the
anything like ‘Made in China’ or any
brand Joe Fresh collapsed,
other third-world country. Look for labels
killing over 1,100 workers
that say ‘made in the U.S.,’ or European
and wounding many others.
countries like Italy,” Martin said. “People
“I was very ignorant to the
tend to feed into the consumerism. And
fact that people were dying,”
it’s not just the clothes, either. We’ve built
Martin said in reference to
ourselves into this cycle. A lot of people
the Rana Plaza tragedy.
don’t even know what fast fashion is. That
Photo by Caroline Chidester
Fast fashion also
just shows that we need to talk about it
A photo of senior Melia Martin from an older shoot. In each shoot, she
poses a problem to the
and we need to get people aware.”
works with the photographers on how to blend her style with their art.

olin
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IF YOU HAD CALLED YESTERDAY,
YOU WOULD BE COMFORTABLE TODAY.
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C-bus is Calling
Survive the transition from winter to
spring with these unique activities
BY ELLISE SHAFER, ‘17
iMAGE COURTeSY WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

Blue Jackets
Winter Park

Photo courtesy wikimedia

The Winter Wonderland that was
such a hit in 2016 is back for a second
run. Columbus Blue Jackets Winter
Park includes a NHL-sized community
ice skating rink as well as an inflatable
slide. It is open from Feb. 3 to Feb.
26, and will be the site of the 5th Line
5K on Feb. 5. Public skating sessions
cost only $5 including a skate rental
and the schedule of free skate times is
available on the Blue Jackets website.
In addition, private skating sessions
can be reserved and purchased
through the website.

Exploring
“Bodies @
Escape Rooms Work” Exhibit

Photo BY CLOCKEDINK VIA PIXABAY

Photo COURTESY OF THE U.S. EMBASSY IN ARGENTINA

In 2016, Columbus has become the
host of two escape rooms: Lockdown
and Trapped. Located on Bethel Rd.,
Lockdown Escape Rooms has daily
sessions occurring at 1 p.m. Two themes
can be chosen: Haunted Prison or Crime
Scene Investigator. The experience costs
between $18 and $30. Trapped, on N. High
St., puts twelve people in a room– friends
or strangers– and forces them to work
together to escape in just 60 minutes. It is
$28 per person on weekends and $20 per
person on weekdays. There is a strict 15
and older policy.

“Bodies @ Work” is an exhibit at the
Columbus Museum of Art displaying
the work of Ruben and Isabel Toledo.
The Toledos are well-known for their
lifelong collaboration as artists and
partners. Ruben is an artist, and Isabel
a fashion designer. The two often
collaborate, which can be seen in the
exhibit on display until June 8. Tickets
are the standard price for CMA, $5 for
students 5-17 years of age, and $8 for
students 18+. As always, Sundays are
free, and on Thursdays from 5 p.m. to 9
p.m. it is pay what you want.
A r l i n g to n i a n // 27
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Men are Created
Equal, Opinions
Aren’t
The common mistake journalists make
when addressing neo-fascism

O

n Dec. 2, CNN’s website
published a piece entitled
“Hipster or hatemonger? The
trendy young face of Austria’s far-right”,
written by Atika Shubert.
I have never felt more incensed in my
entire 18 years of existence than I did
while reading that article. My classmates
and teachers can all corroborate this, as
I think I expressed my fury that day to
each and every one of them.
The piece was about the leader of the
Austrian Identity Movement, Martin
Sellner, calling him “a clean-cut 27-yearold graphic designer, wearing blackframed glasses and brightly-colored
shirts,” and fondly noting that he’s been
called the “hipster” of the far-right as
he was interviewed over “several cups of
Viennese coffee.”
Sellner is careful in his interview to
emphasize his belief that his movement
is made up of “patriots” who only want
to cultivate their own culture in their
country. However, dig just a little deeper
and everything becomes clear. Sellner
told CNN that he wants his movement to
express their opinions without “the racism
of the old right.” However, Sellner later
said he’s fine with European immigrants
living in Austria – it’s just other groups
that he has problems with, particularly
Muslims. Somehow CNN, despite being
one of America’s most prominent and
acclaimed news sources, failed to point out
this logical error.
Sounds a lot like racism to me.
There is someone in the United States
whom Sellner is reminiscent of – the one
and only Richard Spencer, who coined
the term “alt-right.” Spencer has in recent
28 // F EBRUARY 3, 201 7

times brought out Nazi-era terms such as
“Lügenpresse” (“lying press” in German)
and openly called for “peaceful ethnic
cleansing.” There’s no doubt; Spencer
and Sellner are birds of a feather, though
Sellner is definitely better at PR.
Here’s the thing. There is no such
thing as “peaceful” ethnic cleansing.
There is nothing peaceful about
uprooting people from their homes for
the color of their skin or the god they
worship. There is no excuse for suggesting
it, and it is undoubtedly racist.
There is no singular European identity,
as Sellner likely knows. The life and
culture of a born-and-raised Italian is
fundamentally different from a born-andraised Ukrainian. The life of someone
living in Spain is different from someone
living in Germany. The life of someone
in the United Kingdom is different from
someone in Greece. The “European
experience” is nothing but a racist lie,
meant to tether white people with little in
common together against people of color.
There is severe danger in treating
people like Sellner like a person with a
regular old political opinion, normalizing
him by calling him a “hipster” and
commenting on how clean-cut and “good
looking” he is. The fact that he’s a NeoNazi sort of takes precedence over his
clothing choices, doesn’t it?
And CNN is by no means the first
news agency to fall for this. A historical
note – the original SS uniforms of the
Nazi military were in fact designed by
Hugo Boss, a famous fashion designer
and now a profitable clothing brand. The
only way that fascism can worm its way
into the mainstream is by presenting a

By Greyson
Van Arsdale, ‘17

clean-cut image, dressing like it could be
your next-door neighbor, offering a warm
smile and a firm handshake. Treating
these contemporary white supremacist
movements like they are normal political
opinions is not only inaccurate, it’s
downright dangerous.
News flash, CNN: I don’t care
what Sellner was wearing the day
you interviewed him, and it’s frankly
irrelevant. It might be more popular, or
maybe just easier, to talk about his hipster
glasses, or his love of coffee, or whatever
else, but it also demonstrates flagrant
disregard for journalistic responsibility.
I am a person who wholeheartedly
believes in the work that journalists do.
I wouldn’t write for Arlingtonian if I
didn’t. (It’s hard work, and looking for
stray commas in everyone’s articles is by
no means a quick process.) I believe that
journalism is essential to a free society.
But journalism can make mistakes.
One of the more common ones is to
mistake a commitment to objectivity for
an obligation to be uncritical. We must be
critical. We cannot blindly advertise the
views of white supremacist groups.
To settle the burning question CNN
has asked us, “hipster or hatemonger” –
I’m afraid I must disappoint you. Being
hipster and being a hatemonger are
essentially like being a vegetarian and
owning a sled, by which I mean they are
not at all mutually exclusive. It’s entirely
possible to dress well and be a vile white
supremacist. The point is that one of
those things is supremely more relevant
than the other. We must learn to know
the difference, and report the truth rather
than what is easy.
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Deleting Digital:

E

veryone knows that one person who strays away from
all things mainstream. They do it to be contrary or to
use their coined phrase about resisting being trapped in
“terrible” mainstream culture. News
flash, Bruno: you are just boring.
However, while the Bruno in your
life may be annoying, he might
actually be right about some things.
Enter Snapchat. Over the
last few months, my experience
with the app quickly shifted to a
negative one. My chores started
to resemble something like: take
the garbage out, clean the dishes,
vacuum the house, and Snapchat.
My life was being dominated; I
by Guest Columnist
was obsessed. I had to respond to
James Russel, ’17
every snap as they came in. I made
it a point to watch every one of
my peer’s stories, not because I was genuinely interested, but
because I could not stand having unwatched stories piling up. The
worst possible thing that could happen to me– or so I thought –
was the ending of one of the streaks that I held so sacred.
My self-worth became tied up in numbers, not just any
numbers, but the arbitrary numbers of Snapchat score and the
number of days in streaks. Before realizing that these numbers
are nothing and meaningless, I worked relentlessly on increasing
these numbers, which involved sending and receiving hundreds
of pictures everyday. It lacked something.
I would soon find out the thing lacking was meaningful
connection. What had made the app so revolutionary in
regards to connecting quick and sharing perspective was gone.
One of the girls from my middle school class and I had no
communication for three years until I added her on Snapchat. We
got to a 133 day streak, then it hit me... after “talking” everyday
for that long I knew not a single new thing about her. It was
at this realization that I figured out I wasted tons of time on a
social app devoted to connecting people without making any
connections in the real world.
The connections were not the only thing lacking in the
real world because of the app. I had started to live through a
lens and screen. Every time something was breathtaking or a
potential memory for ages, my first reaction was: let me get
a snap. My phone has been tethered to me so I don’t miss
anything. However, the thinking was backwards. I was so caught
up in getting the snap that now I have no recollection of the
moment and since the pictures “disappeared” I have no physical
mementos either.
All of the negatives of Snapchat could probably be resolved
with strong self-control, but since the app is not essential it is
easier to get rid of it. So while Bruno and I may not have much
in common, you will not find Snapchat on either one of our
devices. If I seem a little less bogged down and a little more in the
moment, what can I say; Bruno was right.

C

Columnists discuss decisions
to end social media accounts

rowds of people flooding down the sidewalk, buzzing past
me, every one traveling a different path to a new location.
Each has a background, a life, a story I don’t know and very
likely never will. In each direction
I look, there are buildings with a
random array of lit windows into
rooms with business meetings and
interns trying not to spill hot coffee.
Taxi horns echo through the streets,
taxis full of human beings rushing to
their nail appointments or tourists
traveling to see a Broadway show.
It’s a complex city, an intriguing city
and a beautiful city. Each person is
completely surrounded yet almost
completely anonymous. And through
by Abby Gray, ’18
it I walk, my head down and face
illuminated by the glow of Twitter.
I’m compromising experiencing everything real around me for the
artificial profiles members of social media portray.
In a way, social media is like New York City. You’re surrounded
by thousands of people, but you’ll never truly know most of them,
you’ll only know how they chose to portray themselves on the
outside. Most of the time you’re completely consumed in how you
should portray yourself, while everyone else is focused on how they
should portray themselves- both in order to momentarily catch the
attention of another user enough so that they would take the five
seconds to like or retweet anything put out.
Just recently I deleted all of my social media: Snapchat, Twitter
and Instagram, because I realized that I was so consumed in creating
a perfected image of myself online, that I was missing experiences
in real life. I was sitting with my grandparents over holiday break,
but I was invested in scrolling through pictures of what everyone
else got for Christmas instead of listening to my grandfather tell
funny stories about my dad. I was surrounded by the largest city
in America, but I was too busy spending time trying to get perfect
pictures of Christmas lights in storefronts to talk to my taxi driver.
So far in my social media detox, I’ve realized a few things. First
of all, I never knew how self-obsessed I had become until I deleted
Snapchat. I used to look at my own face 100 times every day to
Snapchat my streaks; now I look at myself maybe ten times a
day. I’ve realized it makes me think less about my appearance – I
don’t worry about small stupid things, like a flyaway hair or a small
blemish my makeup didn’t cover. I’ve also realized that losing social
media makes me less dramatic. There’s no getting upset a specific
person doesn’t like my picture or tweet. I can talk to people fine
through texting, Facetime and real life conversation, so it’s not
like deleting social media has deprived me of communication. I’ve
started relying on actual conversations and experiences for social
interaction and real news articles instead of Twitter for knowledge.
Whether I’ll eventually give in and decide to re-download social
media or not, we’ll see, but for now I’ve stepped out of a fake world
of people behind screens, putting out only their best selves, and
focused on the things actually going on around me.
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The Fault in February
A list of grievances for the second month of the year
BY ABBY GRAY, ‘18

Y

ou’re running a marathon with only ten miles left.
Your throat is burning as you exhale puffs of air and
watch them cloud in front of you. Your fingers are
blue, your toes white, brown slush seeps into your shoes and an
unsuppressable desire to dramatically fall down in the middle of
the road and give up your efforts rises with every dreadful step.
This is February. Spring break is relatively close, but not in view,
not even around the bend. This is the ten mile stretch.
My alarm goes off, I snooze it. I become a human burrito
inside my covers and bury my head under my pillow, pieces
of hair strung in front of my face. I daydream of a lazy day
watching “Shameless”, my new Netflix obsession, while eating
countless bowls of Cinnamon Toast Crunch. The alarm goes off
again. I snooze it again. Back to being a burrito, back to warmth
and quiet. Until some realization jolts me back awake and I sit
up rapidly, static electricity making baby hairs fly straight up
from my head. That’s right. I can’t binge watch Shameless all
day. I have—aa… aaa… aaachoo—school. I have school.
I trudge my way to the bathroom to blow my nose and brush
my teeth. “Makeup?” I ask myself. “No time,” I reply. “Just do
some mascara so you don’t look like troll,” my inner self adds.
I listen. As I return to my room, I see laying on my desk the

prime picture of responsibility: a pre-planned outfit. “How
prepared am I?” I proudly ask myself. But as I approach the
outfit, I realize something. Under the top I have chosen, there is
the painful sight of denim. Seriously? Jeans. I picked out jeans.
“Scratch that outfit,” my inner self persuades. “Go get leggings
and sweater.” My inner self always knows how to win me over.
So there I go to school, in leggings and a sweater for the
fourth day in a row. I roll into orchestra sleep walking, the
slush covered floors squeaking under my feet, probably spill
some coffee on my shirt during second period, accidentally
doze off to sleep at least once during the day, completely miss
everything to do with polynomial functions during a day dream
and pass out for a long, much needed nap the second I get back
home to my glorious bed. This is February.
If that doesn’t sound familiar: congratulations, you’re an
A+ student. But I have to defend the dwindling motivation
that comes with this dreaded month. Not every month can
be great. It’s a universally accepted truth that life has its ups
and downs, and as author of “A Series of Unfortunate Events”
Lemony Snicket said, “February is the shortest month of the
year, so if you are having a miserable month, try to schedule it
for February.”

What would be your first act as
President of the United States?

Eight students respond to a question in eight words

Make myself the dictator
of The United States.
Freshman Jaykuhn Song

I would try and fix global
climate change.
Freshman Brooke Yoakam

Build a wall and make
America great again.
Sophomore Nick Dimickele

I would try and improve the
educational system.
sophomore Emma Ramsey

Dissolve Congress. There
will be a single leader.
junior Thomas Hertzog

I would enact a stricter
gun policy.
Junior Rachael Feinberg

I would assign fancy hats
to every position!
senior Nathan Repucci

I would promote
working together across
party lines.
senior Audrey bull

eight in eight compiled by Matthew Shepherd, ‘19
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Editorial Cartoon by dylan carlson, ‘19

Building Trust

Staff explains how to repair the rift
between the public and the media
Staff Editorial

T

hroughout the past year, we
saw our world begin to split
into sides. Whether it was
immigration, pro life or pro choice, the
environment, Obamacare, the Second
Amendment, taxes; the only thing
people could agree on was that they
disagreed. The most recent division we
have seen is between the media and
the public. Unfortunately, this division
between news outlets and the people
may be one of the most detrimental
divisions yet.
This strained relationship between
the pubic and the media is not one
side’s fault. Because news has become
such an instant expectation from
the public, many people tend to only
read the headlines or just the first few
paragraphs of an article to get the
information they want.
On the other hand, because of the
constant demand for news, many
outlets have been forced to produce
content at a rapid amount just to
stay relevant. This has established
a quantity over quality mindset for
writers, which causes them to cut
corners when it comes to providing
accurate and verified information.

Social media has also caused an
immense problem with how the
media is being received by the public.
Platforms such as Twitter, Facebook
and Instagram give people the
opportunity to share whatever they
want. It has become common for users
to share false information. Then the
inaccurate facts start to spread like
wildfire until they become “common
fact” when the story wasn’t true to
begin with.
The rift is detrimental because
without accurate information and
confidence in the media, people can’t
get the knowledge needed to make
informed decisions about the world
around us. The lack of knowledge just
continues the partisanship in our society.
So how can we bring the public and
the media back on the same side?
Writers need to make sure they
are making unbiased, accurate
information the priority whenever they
are planning to publish an article. It is
also important for people who decide
to post things on social media to check
that their information is true. It is up
to the public to make sure they are
getting their information from not
only reputable sources, but double
checking it with other sources.

016 was one of the craziest years
any of us will have ever experienced.
From the death of a beloved gorilla
to one of the most unusual presidential
elections to date, there seemed to be a never
ending flow
of down-right
weird events
throughout
those fateful
365 days.
2016 had
its good side
and its bad
side. For
sports fans in
Chicago and
by nathan junk, ’19
Cleveland,
2016 brought
joy and jubilation as the Cleveland
Cavaliers won the NBA championship and
the Chicago Cubs won the World Series.
The Cav’s victory was the first professional
sports championship in Cleveland for
over 50 years, and the Cubs’ was their first
World Series victory in 107 years.
The bad side of 2016 was worse than
anyone could have imagined.
With 385 mass shootings in the U.S.
alone, 2016 was one of the most violent
years of the century. We remember those
who lost their lives in Orlando, Nice and
Brussels to name a mere few.
2016 has also been called the graveyard
of celebrities. With the death of “Star
Wars” icon Carrie Fisher and boxing great
Muhammad Ali, there were heavy hearts
around the country as Americans lost
some of their most beloved individuals.
This year’s crop of presidential
candidates gave us drama, intrigue and
uncertainty. Former First Lady Hillary
Clinton and long-time businessman
Donald Trump faced off in a presidential
election that no one will ever forget even
if they try. In the end, it was Republican
nominee Donald Trump who emerged
as the President-Elect, leaving millions
worried and millions hopeful about the
future of the nation.
2016 taught us to expect the
unexpected, to go with the flow and to
embrace change. Only time will tell what
2017 will bring.
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For the first time ever,
Upper Arlington High School Presents…

For tickets visit, uavocalmusic.org

February 23-25 @ 7:30 pm & February 25-26 @ 2:30pm

